Bayesian networks (BNs) provide a powerful graphical model for encoding the probabilistic relationships among a set of variables, and hence can naturally be used for classification. However, Bayesian network classifiers (BNCs) learned in the common way using likelihood scores usually tend to achieve only mediocre classification accuracy because these scores are less specific to classification, but rather suit a general inference problem. We propose risk minimization by cross validation (RMCV) using the 0/1 loss function, which is a classificationoriented score for unrestricted BNCs. RMCV is an extension of classification-oriented scores commonly used in learning restricted BNCs and non-BN classifiers. Using small real and synthetic problems, allowing for learning all possible graphs, we empirically demonstrate RMCV superiority to marginal and class-conditional likelihood-based scores with respect to classification accuracy. Experiments using twenty-two real-world datasets show that BNCs learned using an RMCV-based algorithm significantly outperform the naive Bayesian classifier (NBC), tree augmented NBC (TAN), and other BNCs learned using marginal or conditional likelihood scores and are on par with non-BN state of the art classifiers, such as support vector machine, neural network, and classification tree. These experiments also show that an optimized version of RMCV is faster than all unrestricted BNCs and comparable with the neural network with respect to run-time. The main conclusion from our experiments is that unrestricted BNCs, when learned properly, can be a good alternative to restricted BNCs and traditional machine-learning classifiers with respect to both accuracy and efficiency. 249 Common approaches for learning a model are roughly partitioned into generative, discriminative, or a combination of both approaches [13] [14] [15] . Generative models (e.g., BN, density estimation) summarize data probabilistically and are more flexible, since the user can bring in conditional independence assumptions, priors, and hidden variables. Generative classifiers learn a model of the joint probability of the variables and the related class label, and use Bayes' theorem to compute the posterior probability of the class variable and make predictions. Discriminative models (e.g., NN and SVM) only learn from data to make accurate predictions by directly estimating the class posterior probability or via discriminant functions, and thus offer the user less flexibility in data representation and inference. The dilemma in the machine learning community regarding which approach of learning -generative or discriminative -is more appropriate for learning a BNC structure, has gained considerable attention in recent years. Most empirical studies demonstrate superiority of the discriminative approach with respect to the accuracy of the learned BNC [5] [6] [7] 16] . For some models, however, it is shown [13] that the choice of either of the approaches depends on the sample size; for small sample sizes, the generative approach, which relatively quickly approaches its asymptotic error, is favored, whereas the discriminative method is preferred for larger sample sizes. Classifiers combining generative and discriminative modeling use generative models, yet estimate the model structure and/or parameters to reduce the classification error.
Introduction
One fundamental task of machine learning is classification, where instances (patterns) are assigned to their corresponding classes. This is a supervised learning task, where a training dataset of instances with labels representing instance classes is used to train a classifier. Since a Bayesian (belief) network (BN) [1] [2] [3] provides a graphical model for encoding relationships, such as dependencies and conditional independencies between variables, and for inferring probabilistically about variables, it is natural to use the BN for classification.
Indeed, along with the traditional classifiers based on the neural network (NN), the support vector machine (SVM), and the (decision) classification tree (CT), classifiers based on BN have recently been introduced and studied [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Learning a Bayesian network classifier (BNC) requires learning the structure (graph) of the graphical model and its parameters so that the learned BN will excel in inference of a specific variable, that is the class variable, and not necessarily of all variables. When focusing on structure learning, exhaustively searching the space of possible graphs is infeasible [2] , and thus search and score (S&S) structure learning algorithms sub-optimally search the space and select the structure achieving the highest value of a score [2, 3, 12] . However, until very recently, all S&S structure learning algorithms used a generative score, and thereby led to learning a generative model that is not specific to classification, but to general inference.
The S&S approach to learning a structure from data [2, 12] comprises a search for the structure achieving the highest score, e.g., hill-climbing (HC) [3, 12] , and a score, generally the Bayesian score [2] , P(G|D) = P(D|G)P(G) P(D) = P(D, G) P(D) (2) for a structure G given a dataset D = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v N }, which is a random sample of N independent instances from the joint probability distribution of X.
Learning a Bayesian network classifier
It is clear from (2) that a score should reflect a correspondence between the structure and the data. The minimum description length (MDL) score [20] can approximate P(D|G) -the marginal likelihood [3] -but [4] argued that this score is not suitable for classification and recommended the class-conditional log likelihood (CLL) (as opposed to log likelihood (LL)),
log P(c i |v i ), (3) where the vector v i for the ith instance in D consists of a feature vector v i and a class label c i , so that v i = (c i , v i ). Notice that CLL (G|D) 
By maximizing CLL, the structure that best approximates the probability of predicting the class given feature values for every instance is learned [5] :
, (4) where v N consists of all feature vectors and c N consists of all possible combinations of the r C states of the class variable C in a random sample D of size N. The computation of this score is infeasible, since the sum in the denominator is exponential in N (r N C terms), let alone score maximization. An approximation [5] considers the left-hand side of (4) and the marginal likelihood (2) as the supervised and unsupervised marginal likelihoods, respectively. The marginalization over the parameters in (4) is:
and its approximation [5] using a single term is
is the parameter configuration maximizing the parameter posterior probability, P( |v N , c N , G), which is a different solution than that derived when maximizing P(c N |v N , , G). However, there is no general closed-form solution to the supervised form of the score and the posterior is not decomposable in this case, hence the need for approximation [4] .
Another predictive local criterion (LC) [3] for learning a BNC [5] is based on the prequential approach [21] ,
Other cumulative logarithmic loss scores [5] use 10-fold cross validation (CV) or leave-one-out, which are reputable methods for model selection [22] , both described here under the general term CV-K, where K = 10 or K = N for the two cases, respectively. A score using CV-K for predicting a class is defined:
where A k = (k − 1)N/K and D K k = {v j+A k } N/K j=1 is a validation set derived from the training set D. Using either of the supervised (conditional) marginal likelihood scores ((5), (7) , or (8) ) for learning a BNC is asymptotically optimal. However, for a finite sample, though a high score value may indicate correct classification, it cannot guarantee it.
A score that measures the degree of compatibility between a possible state of the class variable and the correct class is the 0/1 loss function:
where c i is the true class label and c i is the estimated class label for the ith instance.
To demonstrate the difference between a class-conditional score and the 0/1 score, consider a two-class classification problem, two candidate classifiers A and B, and two instances v 1 and v 2 [17] . Classifier A predicts the correct class for instances v 1 and v 2 with probabilities of 0.3 and 0.51, respectively, while classifier B predicts the correct class for the same two instances with probabilities of 0.45 and 0.49. Since the sum of log probabilities (i.e., "log-loss" score) is larger for classifier B than for classifier A, the former classifier will be selected. However, if evaluating the 0/1 loss values, classifier B is inaccurate for both v 1 and v 2 , whereas classifier A is correct for v 2 . Thus, choosing classifier A based on the 0/1 loss score is more sensible for classification than choosing classifier B based on the log-loss score. We therefore suggest using the classification-specific 0/1 loss function for learning BNCs of enhanced classification accuracies.
Risk minimization by cross validation
Instead of selecting a structure based on summation of supervised marginal likelihoods over the dataset ( (7) or (8)), we suggest selecting a structure based on summation of false decisions about the class state over the dataset. Our score is based on risk minimization [23] using the 0/1 loss function measured on a validation set. The training set D is divided into a validation set D K (having N/K of N instances) and an effective training set (having N(K − 1)/K instances). The classification error rate (0/1 loss) is measured for each candidate structure and in any iteration of the search on D K . During learning, no use of a (third) test set is made. As part of a CV experiment, the score of a candidate structure is computed by averaging the error rates over K non-overlapping validation sets. Since the structure that minimizes the empirical risk is being searched for, we call the score risk minimization by cross validation (RMCV) 1 and we deliberately do not simplify 1 K K N :
where v ki = (c ki , v ki ) is the ith instance of D K k and L(, ) is the 0/1 loss function (9) . Being a CV-based score, RMCV is easy to implement and computationally feasible (see, for example, (6)) and it depends on only one parameter (K). Further, it is argued [5] that a CV-based score can be regarded as an approximation of a factorization of the supervised marginal likelihood (4) . Note that the RMCV score is normalized by the dataset size N, whereas (7) and (8) are not. Although normalization has the same effect on all learned structures, it can clarify the meaning of the score (i.e., an error rate) and help comparing scores over datasets. Moreover, sharing the same range of values ([0, 1]), RMCV establishes its correspondence to classification accuracy. To compute RMCV, the candidate structure has to be turned into a classifier by learning its parameters. Local probabilities are modeled using the unrestricted multinomial distribution [3] (assuming discrete variables), where the distribution parameters are obtained using maximum likelihood (ML) [2] , similar to [5] . Moreover, Grossman and Domingos [6] argued based on experiments that ML parameter estimation does not deteriorate the results compared to maximum conditional likelihood estimation, which can only be obtained by computationally expensive numerical approximation. Learning a BN rather than a structure has an additional cost of parameter learning, though this cost is negligible while using ML estimation and fully observed data.
To prevent over-fitting the training set, RMCV is computed by K-fold CV. Thus, over-fitting is controlled through the score itself, and not through the search dynamics as in other algorithms discussed later. Also, note that the same measure is used for learning the BNC and for evaluating its accuracy, which makes learning oriented towards classification. Similar to CLL-based scores [5, 6] , RMCV is not decomposable.
A suggested S&S structure learning algorithm consists of the RMCV score and a simple HC search:
Algorithm: RMCV
Input: An initial DAG, G; A training set that is partitioned to K mutually exclusive validation sets,
Then G := G * Else converged := true := LearnParameters(D, G)
Return (G, )
Algorithm description: The RMCV algorithm starts with an initial graph and a training set that is divided into K mutually exclusive validation sets. For each k ∈ 1, K, the parameters are learned using the effective training set D\D K k and the error rate is evaluated using D K k . The average error rate over the K validation sets D K k , ∀k ∈ 1, K is the RMCV score (10) . The initial graph and its score are kept as the current graph and score, respectively. Next, the neighborhood of the current graph is generated by all single edge additions, deletions, and reversals. Since only DAGs are allowed, any cyclic directed graphs in the neighborhood are excluded [24] . The graph having the lowest RMCV score in the neighborhood is chosen. Its score is compared to the current score, and the search is halted if the current score is lower than or equal to the score of the chosen graph. If, however, the chosen graph has a lower score than the current score, it becomes the current graph and the procedure repeats itself. Algorithm initialization: The algorithm is not limited to any specific DAG to start from. Here we start from either the empty graph, or the naive Bayesian classifier (NBC) [25] -a learning-free structure, which is obtained with virtually no computational effort, and is considered a state of the art classifier [4] .
Algorithm termination: During structure evaluation, only the effective training sets D\D K k , ∀k ∈ 1, K are used for parameter learning. Yet, once the search for a structure completes, the role of the validation sets is finished and the entire training set D can be used for a more reliable parameter learning for this structure, rendering the structure a BN. The algorithm then returns the learned BN defined by (G, ).
Note that when using ML parameter estimation, fully observed data, and the suggested search, there is no need to reassess all of the parameters for the different structures during each HC step. Parameters are changed only for nodes whose sets of parents have been modified. In case of an addition or deletion of an edge, only one node is affected, and in case of a reversal of an edge, only two nodes are affected. For the same reason, it is beneficial to keep the history of the probability calculations, using the factorization of (1), for the initial/current DAG.
Experiments, results, and analysis
Three experiments were conducted to evaluate RMCV. In Section 5.1, RMCV is compared to risk minimization holdout (RMHO) [17] -a variant of RMCV. Further motivation for using the RMCV score is given in Section 5.2, where several common scores are compared to RMCV with respect to classification accuracy. In Section 5.3, a comparison of an RMCV-based classifier to other state of the art classifiers is presented.
Twenty-two UCI natural datasets [26] were used in Sections 5.1 and 5.3. Their basic characteristics are presented in Table 1 . Continuous features were quantized using the MLC++ library [27] and instances with missing values were eliminated, similarly to [4] and [6] . The BN implementation was aided by the BNT [28] and SLP [29] toolboxes. Experiments with SVM and NN were performed using LIBSVM [30] and PRTOOLS [31] , respectively.
To reduce the sensitivity to CV data partitioning, ten random permutations were created for each dataset (Sections 5.1 and 5.3). For each permutation, the classifiers were evaluated using a CV5 experiment. The data had been randomly divided into five complementary subsets, and in each of the five folds of the experiment a fifth of the dataset was used for the test and the remainder of the dataset for training. During the operation of the RMCV algorithm, the training set was further divided into four mutually exclusive validation sets needed for computing the RMCV score (K = 4). One should not confuse this CV4, which was internal to the RMCV algorithm, with the CV5 used for classifier training and evaluation. For each dataset, all evaluated algorithms were compared using the same permutations and CV folds of the 10xCV5 experiment. Following [32] , accuracies of all classifiers were compared using the Friedman test, which is a non-parametric test recommended for comparing several algorithms over multiple datasets. This test was followed by either the Bonferroni-Dunn post-hoc test, which compares all algorithms with a control algorithm (RMCV in our case), or the Wilcoxon signedrank test, which compares pairs of algorithms (RMCV vs. other) over multiple datasets and, for our experimental setting, is preferred over the parametric t-test.
Risk minimization holdout
In the first experiment, the RMCV classifier was compared to a classifier based on the RMHO score [17] :
where v i = (c i , v i ) is the ith instance of D K and L(, ) is the 0/1 loss function. The RMHO algorithm [17] is similar to the RMCV algorithm, but uses (11) .
There are two substantial differences between RMCV and RMHO. While the RMHO score is based on a single holdout experiment, the RMCV score is based on a CV experiment. RMCV uses the training data repeatedly and thus much more effectively, but RMHO is cheaper computationally. Second is that while the RMCV algorithm uses the same partitioning of the training data throughout the entire HC search, the RMHO algorithm selects a random D K in each step of the search, and thereby reduces the score consistency and increases the score variability.
Experiments with both algorithms, where the search starts from either the NBC structure or the empty graph, were conducted using K = 4 folds in the internal CV (a holdout ratio of 1/4, in the case of RMHO). Also tested was a variant of the RMHO algorithm, where D K is fixed during the entire HC search (referred to as RMHO-f, 'f' for 'fixed set'). By fixing the set, this variant copes with the increased variability of RMHO. In a third variant that is proposed, the search procedure avoids those neighboring graphs that differ from the current graph by a single edge reversal (referred to as RMHO-ar, 'ar' for 'avoids reversals'). In RMHO-ar, D K is fixed as well. By considering only edge additions and deletions and avoiding reversals, we reduce the size of the graph neighborhood and thereby also the search run-time, but this may undermine classification accuracy. Results for the comparison of RMCV and the three RMHO variants are presented in Table 2 . Table 2 shows that avoiding edge reversals does not undermine accuracy, as results are almost completely identical for RMHO-f and RMHO-ar regardless of the initial structure. Thus, we will not address the latter further. A deeper inspection of the table shows that it is generally advantageous to start the HC search from the NBC structure, but not always. It also seems that RMHO has a stochastic nature, in comparison to RMHO-f, leading to a few good results, but also a fair number of failures due to the repeated random selection of the holdout dataset during the search. Table 3 contains results of the Friedman test for the accuracies of RMCV, RMHO, and RMHO-f. The null hypothesis that all BNCs are the same had been rejected with high confidence, and post-hoc tests were applied to validate which algorithms are different. RMCV (NBC) is ranked highest according to the Friedman test. Based on the Bonferroni-Dunn post-hoc test (right part of Table 3 ) with RMCV (NBC) as the control classifier, RMCV (NBC) is superior to RMHO (NBC/empty) and RMHO-f (empty) with a significance level of at least p < 0.05. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test (right part of Table 3 ) is less conservative, and finds RMCV (NBC) to be superior (with p < 0.01) to all examined classifiers. The Friedman test ranking demonstrates how starting the HC search from the NBC structure is advantageous over starting from the empty graph. We can also see that RMCV is ranked before all RMHO variants, regardless of the search initial structure. For these reasons, the RMHO algorithm had been excluded in Section 5.3 and the experiments were continued with the superior RMCV (NBC) algorithm.
Between score and accuracy
In this section, we explore the relation between a score used for learning a BNC and that BNC accuracy. We expect from a 'good' score that an improvement in its value for a structure will lead to an improvement in the accuracy of a BNC that is based on the structure, and that the accuracy corresponding to the best score value achieved during the search will be the highest possible. To test how 'good' a score is, we examined the relation between the score values and the classification accuracies of all possible DAGs for a problem. However, the number of possible DAGs increases more than exponentially with the number of variables, n [33] 
According to (12) , r(2) = 3, r(3) = 25, r(5) =29,281, and this number grows rapidly to r(6) =3,781,503 and r(10) ≈ 4.20 · 10 18 . That is, it is infeasible to consider all DAGs, except in low-dimensional domains.
Therefore, we experimented with three datasets with n = 5 variables (including the class variable). These are the Iris dataset (Table 1) , the UCI Balance dataset, which has 625 instances and three classes, and a synthetic dataset with 10,000 instances generated from the BN shown in Fig. 1 . While creating the synthetic dataset, we opted for a structure in which the Markov blanket [1] of the class node consists of one parent, one child, and one co-parent of that child ( Fig. 1(a) ). For simplicity, all variables were chosen to be binary. Probabilities were chosen almost arbitrarily, avoiding uniform distributions ( Fig. 1(b) ).
For the small to medium Iris and Balance datasets, CV5 experiments were conducted. For the large synthetic dataset, a single holdout experiment used half of the data for training and the other half for the test. For all three datasets, each of the MDL, K2, CMDL, CLL (Part I of Table 4 ), RMHO, RMHO-f (Section 5.1), and RMCV scores was evaluated for each of the 29,281 possible DAGs using the training set, and the DAG accuracy was computed using the training and test sets. Fig. 2 show for the MDL score that a better (lower) score value does not necessarily mean a higher training classification accuracy. Generalization is much more important than the training set performance, and the right side plots show that the most accurate DAGs do have relatively low MDL score values. However, except for the synthetic dataset, many DAGs with low MDL score values do not classify accurately (Iris and Balance), and other DAGs having high score values classify quite well (Iris). The synthetic dataset has several advantages over the other two datasets since it is noise-free, has many instances, and its instances are i.i.d. These advantages are reflected in the dataset asymptotic behavior. While we do care about asymptotic behavior, real-world problems usually behave differently (see the Iris and Balance datasets).
Similar phenomena were exhibited with the K2 score (and hence results are not shown), supporting our previous results [37] that BNCs learned based on K2/MDL are not necessarily accurate. It should be mentioned that the more instances that exist in a dataset, the more similar are the MDL and (logarithmic) K2 score values (though their signs are opposite), since MDL is a large sample approximation to the marginal likelihood (K2 score) [3] .
A visual comparison between the results for the CMDL score ( Fig. 3 ) and those for the MDL score ( Fig. 2 ) reveals only a slight difference. Considering Table 4 , the difference between MDL and CMDL is reflected in the difference between LL (MDL) Table 4 Algorithms and classifiers compared to RMCV.
I. Search and score BN algorithms: MDL [20]
Score:
where Dim(G), N, and 1 2 log N are the number of parameters in G, data sample size, and number of bits used to encode each parameter of G, respectively. Search algorithm: The algorithm is initialized using either NBC or the empty graph and uses HC search.
where n, q i , r i , and N ijk are the numbers of: nodes in G, configurations of the parents of the ith node, mutual exclusive states of the ith node, and instances in which the ith node is in its kth state and its parents are in their jth configuration in the dataset D, respectively, and N ij = ri k=1 N ijk . Search algorithm: The algorithm is initialized using either NBC or the empty graph and uses HC search (instead of the K2 search).
BNC-MDL [6]
where CLL was defined in (3), and Dim(G), N, and 1 2 log N were defined for the MDL score. Search algorithm: The algorithm is initialized using the empty graph and uses HC search.
BNC-2P [6]
Score: The CLL score is used instead of the CMDL score. Search algorithm: The algorithm is initialized using the empty graph and is limited to DAGs in which each node has a maximum of two parents.
II. Non-BN classifiers:
Naive Bayesian classifier (NBC) [25] , tree augmented NBC (TAN) [4] , classification tree (CT) [34] with pruning, multilayer perceptron neural network (NN) [35] , and support vector machine (SVM) [36] with either a linear, polynomial, or Gaussian kernel. and CLL (CMDL). Following the presentation in Section 3, LL comprises CLL plus a term that estimates the joint distribution of the features. This term dominates CLL for large problems [4] . However, for small problems such as ours (n = 5), this is not the case and, practically, there is almost no difference between LL and CLL, as is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 (Iris and Balance). Comparing the plots for CMDL ( Fig. 3 ) and CLL ( Fig. 4) , we observe differences that are attributed (Table 4 ) to the penalty term in CMDL that balances CLL and depends on the number of parameters in the graph. That is, DAGs of the almost 30,000 that create Fig. 3 are penalized differently by CMDL, but not by CLL ( Fig. 4) . Moreover, the CLL score seems to perform very well on the training set; however, at the cost of over-fitting (clearly apparent with the Balance dataset, and to a lesser degree with the Iris dataset). That is, the test classification accuracy starts to decline, although the value of the CLL score keeps growing. There is no over-fitting of the synthetic dataset due to the previously mentioned asymptotic behavior.
Figs. 5 and 6 show the relations between test set classification accuracies and values of one minus the RMHO/RMHO-f and RMCV scores, respectively. Since each such score estimates the training classification error rate of a DAG, we may view one minus the score as a predictor of the test classification accuracy of the DAG. The advantage of RMCV over RMHO/RMHO-f is clear from the figures, as the disparity around the y = x line is smaller for RMCV, meaning that RMCV predicts the test classification accuracy better than RMHO/RMHO-f.
The accuracy predicted by the RMCV/RMHO scores (or by the training set accuracy) can be easily compared to the test classification accuracy and evaluated using the mean squared error (MSE):
where e i is the difference between the predicted accuracy due to a score and the test set accuracy of the ith DAG, and r(n)
is the number of possible DAGs (12) . Graphically, MSE is relative to the sum of squared distances of the r(5) =29,281 dots (DAGs) in a plot from the y = x line normalized by r (5) . Table 5 demonstrates the advantage of RMCV over RMHO and RMHO-f, with respect to MSE and hence also to prediction accuracy. As demonstrated in Table 5 , when there is enough data (synthetic dataset), using the training set accuracy as well as the score values, as a test accuracy predictor, works. However, for the small Iris and Balance datasets, the training set accuracy and the values of the RMHO variants err considerably more than RMCV does, indicating over-fitting of the training set by the formers. Generally, we would like to see correspondence between the test accuracy of a classifier, which is learned using a specific score, and the score value, because this will guarantee that every time we select a structure achieving the highest score value, this structure would yield the most accurate classifier. By processing the results for the synthetic dataset, we found that 3766 of the 29,281 legitimate DAGs achieved the highest possible test set accuracy of 82.6%, and that the generating structure (Fig. 1) is included in this group. These and only these DAGs were ranked the highest by RMCV and RMHO-f. This can visually be seen in well-confined points (each representing 3766 DAGs) in the upper-right corners of the graphs for the test accuracy on the synthetic dataset of RMHO-f ( Fig. 5 ) and RMCV ( Fig. 6 ). On the other hand, RMHO ranked the highest only 55 of the 3766 structures that yielded the highest classification accuracy (none of these 55 is the generating structure). This can be seen visually in the right end (representing 55 DAGs) of a wide line (representing the same 3766 DAGs) in the upper-right corner of the graph for the test accuracy on the synthetic dataset of RMHO ( Fig. 5 ). Therefore, it seems that RMHO is less suitable for choosing a best candidate within a group of DAGs. We attribute this inferiority of RMHO to the random selection of a validation set for each DAG. From examination of those highest ranked DAGs, values of the predicted accuracies using RMCV (83.4%), RMHO (85.3%), and RMHO-f (84.0%) exhibit a higher degree of over-fitting (compared with 82.6%) of the two latter scores. Compared with RMCV and RMHO-f that scored the highest all of the 3766 DAGs with the highest test accuracy, K2, MDL, CMDL, and CLL scored the highest only 1, 1, 1, and 158, respectively, of the 3766 DAGS having the highest test accuracy. In addition, all of the DAGs that were ranked the highest by the latter scores belong to the above mentioned group of 3766 DAGs. 
Comparing RMCV to other classifiers
In the third experiment, the RMCV classifier was compared to other BNCs and to state of the art machine-learning classifiers as detailed in Table 4 . Table 6 and Fig. 7 compare the RMCV classification accuracy with those of the other tested algorithms using the twenty-two UCI datasets. Table 6 shows that while RMCV is never the best performing classifier for a dataset, it is always reasonably good and never fails. On average, over the datasets, RMCV is the most accurate classifier. Inspection of standard deviations shows that our algorithm is also quite stable in comparison to the others. Each dot in Fig. 7 represents the average accuracies of two algorithms over the same dataset, while the cross size is determined according to Table 6. one standard deviation. Points below the y = x line are in favor of the RMCV algorithm. Our algorithm generally outperforms every other BN algorithm. In those cases where it does not, it mostly ties with the competitor, or loses by a neck. Also, RMCV seldom falls short relative to CT, NN, or SVM. Table 7 contains results for the corrected repeated k-fold cross validated paired t-test [38] for RMCV and competing algorithms. This test was found to have the highest replicability among common paired t-tests [38] . Each entry in the table results from a pairwise comparison between RMCV and a competing algorithm over a single dataset based on the classification accuracies measured using the 10xCV5 experiment. As can be seen in the table, RMCV significantly outperforms (with p ≤ 0.05 or p ≤ 0.10) the other algorithms frequently. In those cases where it does not, the differences are mostly non-significant. It should be noted, however, that final conclusions should be based on the Friedman test that compares all classifiers over all datasets simultaneously [32] . Table 8 shows results of the Friedman test for the classifier comparison in Table 6 . The null hypothesis that accuracies of all BNCs are the same had been rejected with high confidence, and post-hoc tests were applied to validate which accuracies are different (Table 8(a) ). RMCV is ranked highest according to the Friedman test. Based on the Bonferroni-Dunn post-hoc test with RMCV as the control classifier, RMCV is superior to all other BNCs with a significance level of p < 0.05, with the exception of BNC-MDL, for which p < 0.1. As expected [4] [5] [6] , MDL (Empty) is ranked relatively low. However, MDL (NBC) is ranked relatively high, demonstrating the influence of the initial structure on accuracy. BNC-2P is ranked the lowest. We suspect that this is because BNC-2P, which circumvents over-fitting by limiting the number of possible parents of each node to two, misses the true (data faithful) underlying network in some of the datasets. Some of our results for BNC-2P and most of our results for TAN and NBC are consistent with [6] . Factors to the disparity between the studies may be the different test methodologies and dataset Again, the null hypothesis that all algorithms are the same had been rejected with high confidence and post-hoc tests were applied to validate which algorithms are different. Due to the large number of models compared (fourteen), a relatively large difference of average ranks is required by the Bonferroni-Dunn test to indicate a significant difference, and RMCV is found to be significantly superior (with p < 0.1) only to four other classifiers. Two pairs of classifiers (i.e., NBC and TAN as well as K2 (Empty) and K2 (NBC)) swap places between Table 8 (a) and (b). This is simply because each of the tables represents a somewhat independent Friedman test using different candidates, except of the two classifiers in the pair. Such a setting may yield different rankings. Besides, there is almost no difference between the rankings of the classifiers in a pair between the two tables. The less conservative Wilcoxon signed-rank test finds RMCV to be superior (with p < 0.05) to all of the evaluated BNCs and also to SVM (polynomial). For CT, NN, and SVM (Gaussian/linear), RMCV is not significantly superior with p ∈ [0.147, 0.610]. This means that RMCV, CT, NN, and SVM (Gaussian/linear) are comparable in terms of classification accuracy, which may be considered an achievement for RMCV.
Analyses of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and the area under the ROC curve (AUC) are commonly used to evaluate binary classifiers. Table 9 presents mean AUC values for all BNCs evaluated using all two-class datasets. On average, RMCV outperforms all BNCs. The Friedman test ranked RMCV highest. However, the null hypothesis had not been rejected, and so the Bonferroni-Dunn post-hoc test was not performed. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test found RMCV in some favor over all other BNCs, but not significantly (with the exception of BNC-2P, over which RMCV was found significantly better with p < 0.05). Together with the results of the corrected repeated k-fold cross validated paired t-test (Table 10) , we can conclude that in terms of AUC, RMCV seldom falls short of other BNCs and is frequently better.
RMCV complexity and run-time
Following the evaluation of RMCV classification accuracy, the complexity and run-time of RMCV are examined. The maximal number of iterations of the HC search is needed when the initial structure performs the most poorly, i.e., errs for all N instances, and then is improved by classifying correctly an additional single instance at each iteration, until a perfect RMCV score of 0. In the worst case, the HC search needs to consider n(n − 1) edge additions in each iteration (if starting from the empty graph) or
2 edge deletions or reversals. All are of complexity of O(n 2 ). Therefore, this worst case scenario imposes an upper bound on RMCV complexity of O(N · n 2 ).
However, when using a discriminative score such as RMCV, changes to the current DAG, which do not affect the Markov blanket of the class variable, have no effect on the score value and therefore can be avoided. For a general graph, it is difficult to quantize the reduction in complexity due to this factor, but it is prominent when starting the search from the empty graph and only moderate in the first steps when starting the search from NBC. Our experiments (see below) show that avoiding changes that do not affect the Markov blanket of the class variable contributes to reduction in the run-time.
As previously mentioned (Section 4), the RMCV score (as other discriminative scores) is not decomposable. However, the combination of ML parameter estimation together with the suggested HC search enables a speed-up by a factor of approximately n in the run-time. Parameter learning of a neighboring DAG to the current DAG does not require a complete re-assessment of all parameters. When a neighbor DAG differs from the current DAG by a single edge following deletion or addition, only one of the DAG nodes has a different set of parameters; whereas when it differs by a single edge reversal, only two of the DAG nodes have different sets. Following the factorization of the joint probability distribution (1), we can store in memory and use for each instance and for each possible class only the few parameters needed for updating the calculation of the RMCV score based on the relevant node(s) and their parents. Since the evaluations apply to only one or two of the n nodes, a speed-up of the run-time by a factor of approximately n (for edge addition/deletion) or n/2 (for edge reversal) is obtained by the suggested optimization. Since parameter learning is not in the scope of this work, we refrained from further optimization of this stage.
Table 11
Mean (std) of run-times (in seconds) for RMCV and the three RMHO variants. Bayesian network initial structures appear in heading brackets. Note that two averages are presented: with and without the Letter dataset (see text). Table 11 shows the run-times (in seconds) for the experiments of Section 5.1. The run-times were obtained using a straightforward implementation of the algorithms, as presented in Sections 4 and 5.1, without the above special optimizations. It is clear from the table that all RMHO variants have comparable run-times. RMHO is usually faster than RMCV, though this virtue is diminished considering the inferior accuracy of the former ( Table 2) . RMHO-f and RMHO-ar have quite similar run-times when starting from the empty graph. This is clear because RMHO-ar is RMHO-f that avoids edge reversal, and the initial empty graph and its neighbor graphs have few edges, if any, to reverse. When starting from NBC, RMHO-ar has an average advantage of seven percent over RMHO-f. Since RMHO-ar and RMHO-f have equal classification accuracies (Table 2) , RMHO-ar may be considered a viable alternative to RMHO-f, although the gain is minimal. RMCV usually takes about four and six times longer to complete for the empty graph and NBC, respectively, compared to RMHO-f. This is expected, since the RMCV score with K = 4 should take four (K) times longer to compute than the RMHO score. While this is the main contributing factor for the differences, we should remember that the search paths are likely to be different, varying the run-times even further. Tables 12 and 13 present, respectively, the run-times (in seconds) for the experiments comparing RMCV to BN and non-BN classifiers in Section 5.3. We excluded the (structure) learning-free NBC. RMCV (NBC), BNC-MDL, and BNC-2P all use discriminative scores and have run-times of the same orders, which are longer than those of the classifiers that use generative scores or TAN (Table 12 ). While RMCV (NBC) may train O(K · n 2 ) BNCs within each HC step, BNC-MDL may train O(n 2 ) BNCs. Yet, each RMCV classifier uses only (K − 1)/K of the instances for training, whereas BNC-MDL needs them all.
Note however that both scores are evaluated using the same number of instances (N). Table 12 also shows that although BNC-2P defines a smaller neighborhood than BNC-MDL, BNC-2P run-time is longer than that of BNC-MDL. This is because BNC-2P lacks a regularization term in the CLL score that can penalize complex graphs. The generative score-based BNCs in Table 12 , MDL and K2, have similar run-times depending on the initial structure. This is reasonable, as they all use the same HC search together with a decomposable score. Decomposition gives the generative models a clear advantage over the discriminative models with respect to run-time. The optimized version of RMCV (second column of Table 12 ) was implemented according to the speed-up presented above. This speed-up contributed to run-time reduction of approximately n. Avoidance of changes not affecting the Markov blanket of the class variable and further improvements to the implementation added another reduction in the run-time in an order of magnitude, as reflected in Table 13 Mean (std) of run-times (in seconds) for RMCV and non-BN classifiers. Bayesian network initial structures and SVM kernel types appear in heading brackets. Note that two averages are presented: with and without the Letter dataset (see text). (Table 13 ) (at least when considering run-times excluding the Letter dataset). Yet, RMCV loses to CT and SVM. Note, however, that the SVM implementation uses the C++ based LIBSVM package [30] , rendering the comparison with the other MATLAB (interpreter based) implementations unfair.
Note that Tables 11-13 present two averages: with and without the Letter dataset. The Letter dataset, having 26 classes, 16 features, and 20,000 instances, poses difficulties to all classifiers and especially to the BNCs that compute a discriminative score (BNC-MDL, BNC-2P, and RMCV/RMHO). The run-time was affected not only from passing over the large number of instances, but also from keeping several very large matrices in memory, leading to inefficient and thus time-consuming use of memory. This significantly affected the optimized version of RMCV, which is more sensitive to memory-intensive tasks than its unoptimized counterpart and the other BNCs, as is reflected in Table 12 . However, we also note that the average run-time of all classifiers in Table 13 , except the neural network, is increased by about an order or two of magnitude when taking into consideration the Letter dataset.
Related work
In recent years, learning a BNC has been studied intensively (for up-to-date reviews see [7] [8] [9] [10] ). Some studies focus on learning restricted DAGs, usually NBC-based (e.g., TAN), that implement classification primarily through the positioning of the class variable as a parent of all DAG nodes, regardless of the learned structure and learning algorithm [4, 39, 40] . Keogh and Pazzani [39] extend NBC to TAN by learning edges between non-class nodes that increase the classification accuracy, instead of the conditional mutual information as in the original TAN [4] . Cheng and Greiner [40] compare NBC and TAN with the unrestricted general BN, for which the structure is learned using node ordering and based on a spanning tree. Sierra and Larranaga [41] search structures within a space created using a genetic algorithm allowing, in the first case, a crossover between BNs and a mutation of a BN or that, in the second case, is restricted to structures based only on Markov blankets (MBs) of the class variable. The selected structure, in the first case, is the one maximizing the K2 metric [2] , and, in the second case, the one that maximizes the classification error (empirical risk under the 0/1 loss). Classifiers are learned for predicting the survival time of individuals diagnosed with malignant skin melanoma. Ling and Zhang [42] suggest learning a TAN that maximizes AUC rather than the classification accuracy. They consecutively add to NBC edges between a SuperParent [39] and its favorite child -each (separately) increases AUC the most -and keep adding such edges, as long as the AUC value of the derived BNC is improved. Ling and Zhang have found that BNCs learned according to this scheme provide both high AUC values and high classification accuracies. Recently, Pernkopf and Bilmes [10] considered the classification error as the ideal criterion for discriminative structure learning, assuming sufficient training data. Kontkanen et al. [5] , Grossman and Domingos [6] , and Guo and Greiner [7] drew a similar conclusion. However, for computational reasons, Pernkopf and Bilmes limit the use of this measure to learning only k-tree structures. These tree-restricted structures are also required to have edges pointing from the class node to each of the structure nodes and not vice versa (similar, e.g., to TAN). To further reduce computational complexity, Pernkopf and Bilmes suggest several heuristic methods based on conditional mutual information and/or the classification error to order the variables (parents first) and select node parents according to this order. Results show an advantage of discriminative structure learning over generative learning.
While TAN-based classifiers relax some of the strong conditional independency assumptions of NBC, they are still restricted BNCs. Other restrictions to NBC that facilitate possible curse-of-dimensionality and improve the classifier accuracy are imposed through mechanisms of feature selection that let only variables that increase accuracy to be connected to the class variable (e.g., [11, [43] [44] [45] [46] ). For example, in [44] a subset of the features is selected using topological orders based on conditional independence (CI) tests of increasing orders to maximize the amount of information provided by the structure.
Some studies that concern unrestricted DAGs concentrate on developing discriminative methods for parameter learning [9, 47] , comparing methods of discriminative and generative parameter learning [7, 16] , or comparing unrestricted, generatively-learned BNCs with restricted BNCs [48] . For example, Madden [48] finds that unrestricted BNCs learned using likelihood-based (MDL and BDeu) scores and careful parameter learning are comparable to TAN, and thus wonders why use unrestricted BNCs at all. He provides three reasons for that. First is the advantage of using an unrestricted BNC that models the whole distribution, demonstrates all node connections, and isolates variables that do not contribute to classification (as they are outside the class node MB). Second is the greater representational power of unrestricted BNCs over restricted classifiers (such as TAN). Third is the complexity of unrestricted BNCs that frequently is less than that of BNCs that are restricted to a fixed number of edges (e.g., between the class node and any non-class node of TAN), where some of these edges are quite often unnecessary.
Studies that are more relevant to our research are in discriminative (supervised) structure learning of the unrestricted BNC, where the class variable is in the focus of the criterion for learning the structure. Kontkanen et al. [5] -one of the pioneer studies in the field -demonstrates experimentally the advantage of supervised learning methods over unsupervised learning methods in learning a BNC. The authors make a distinction between the logarithmic loss function, commonly used in structure learning, and the 0/1 loss function that is more appropriate for optimizing a BNC. They also suggest using CV to estimate the criterion employed during learning and point to the connection between CV and an approximation of the factorization of the supervised (marginal) likelihood. Bilmes [49] introduces the explaining away residual discriminative measure for learning a dynamic BN for speech recognition. Grossman and Domingos [6] start from the empty structure, use an HC search, and learn a BNC using a CLL-based criterion that is either penalized using the MDL principle or balanced by a restriction of no more than two parents for a node (Table 4 ). Pernkopf and Bilmes [16] empirically compare both discriminative and generative parameter learning on both discriminatively and generatively structured BNCs. They found that discriminative structure learning of NBC, TAN, and the Bayesian multinet by optimizing the classification error produces the most accurate classifiers on almost half of the 25 datasets they examined.
Guo and Greiner [7] suggest different criteria for structure learning of unresticted BNCs and experimentally compare them for different complexities of the class variable MB. Using mainly synthetic data, Guo and Greiner compare (see Table 4 for a reference) likelihood-based criteria, such as MDL and a variant of the K2 metric called BDeu [12] , class-conditional likelihood-based criteria, such as CLL and CMDL, a bias-variance (BV) criterion that is the expected mean-square-error of the classifier, and the classification error (CE). Although CE was found to be one of the best discriminative learning criteria, the authors recommend using BV for discriminative structure learning due to its superior performance. We note that no search algorithm is proposed to accompany CE and thereby to turn it into a structure learning concept/algorithm. Second, the CE score is evaluated in some synthetic scenarios (e.g., after modifying the true graph) that may represent a naive search procedure but not a real scenario or a real structure-learning task. Third, no classifier based on the CE score is either evaluated in real classification problems (but only on synthetic networks or modifications of the ALARM network) or compared to other BN and non-BN classifiers. Finally, the correspondence between CE and the true classification accuracy (error) -and therefore the contribution of CE to finding accurate BNCs -is not checked.
Pernkopf [18] compares methods of learning restricted or unrestricted BNCs to the k-nearest neighbor classifier following a preliminary feature selection. He found that both paradigms are comparable. One of Pernkopf's suggested methods -the selective unrestricted BN using classical floating search (CFS-SUN) -is the algorithm most similar to our (independentlydeveloped) RMCV algorithm. CFS-SUN starts from the empty initial graph, and iteratively includes and excludes candidate variables to be connected to the structure based on a feature selection stage, as long as the BNC accuracy increases. Instead of focusing on a classification-based criterion for searching for a structure in a space of augmented DAGs (usually augmented NBC) or in the space of unrestricted DAGs, Acid et al. [8] focus on searching a structure in the space of partially directed acyclic graphs, even using the standard generative criteria (e.g., BDeu). The results in [8] demonstrate that attempts to improve the BNC accuracy should not necessarily concentrate only on finding discriminative scores, but should also explore more focused search spaces for the classifier using dedicated search procedures.
Other BNCs that have been investigated recently include multi-dimensional BNCs (MBCs) and Bayesian multinets. An MBC structure is partitioned to a class sub-graph (having a node representing each class), variable sub-graph, and a bridge (between class nodes and variables) sub-graph [50] . Borchani et al. [51] suggest an algorithm for learning each of the sub-graphs based on a wrapper greedy forward selection approach. A Bayesian multinet classifier is composed of a set of local BNs. Each local network represents a different class using a different set of independences [52] . By computing the joint probabilities of the local networks and the a priori probability of the class variable, and by using Bayes' theorem, classification of a test instance is made to the class that maximizes the class posterior probability. Learning a local network is based on maximization of the network log-likelihood [4, 53] , minimization of the corresponding Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [54] , maximization of the network (class) posterior probability [49] , or maximization of the classification error [55] .
Conclusions and discussion
We have proposed several scores that minimize risk based on the 0/1 loss function for learning BNCs; the RMCV score uses cross validation, whereas the RMHO score uses holdout. Evaluation using a holdout of 1/K of the data provides an inferior estimation of the generalization error relative to the K-fold (CV) estimation for small K values [56] . Thus, we are not surprised to find that RMCV generalizes better than RMHO and achieves greater classification accuracies, though RMHO cuts the run-time. RMHO-f improves accuracy estimation compared with RMHO, and RMHO-ar improves run-time compared with RMHO-f. Both variants are inferior to RMCV, with respect to accuracy, and comparable to RMCV, with respect to runtime, after the optimization of the implementation.
The RMCV classifier outperformed many other BNCs. The advantage of RMCV, when initialized using NBC, over NBC, can be explained by the fact that the RMCV algorithm starts from NBC and tries to modify it as long as its accuracy is improved. BNCs learned using the MDL or K2 scores exhibited inferior results to an RMCV-based BNC, since a structure achieving a better value of these scores is not necessarily a more accurate classifier. Even the classification-oriented scores, CMDL and CLL, were not as accurate as the RMCV score in predicting the most accurate classifier. Our experiments also showed that the generalization ability of these scores is limited when only a small number of instances is available. This is in contrast to the RMCV score, which generalized very well, even when the dataset was small. RMCV is also advantageous to BNC-MDL/2P in terms of classification accuracy, but in terms of run-time and complexity the three are roughly the same (although BNC-2P defines a smaller neighborhood).
A method to improve the run-time of BNC-2P by roughly two orders of magnitude [57] can be applied (at least partially) to RMCV. One can further improve RMCV run-time by reducing the searched neighborhood to the class variable MB, as changes that do not affect MB have no effect on the RMCV score (and classification accuracy) when learning with fully observed data. If, however, the data is incomplete as it may happen in real-world applications, the suggested improvement is inappropriate. Alternatively, we can search the space of partially directed acyclic graphs, which is smaller than that of DAGs [8] .
Accuracies of the RMCV classifier and non-BN classifiers, such as CT, NN, and SVM, were roughly the same. This is encouraging, since the last three are state of the art classifiers and BN is not a priori considered an accurate classifier. While the run-time of training an RMCV classifier is longer than those of the non-BN classifiers, RMCV naturally provides in the Markov blanket of the class variable a simple mechanism of feature selection for finding the variables that explain the class variable the best. In addition, the learned BN structure can provide qualitative information about dependence, conditional independence, and causality relations in the domain for the benefit of the human user, beyond what the other non-BN models can provide. Whether or not all relations exhibited in a BN learned using a classification-oriented score are justified may be a subject of future research, as there is a reason to believe that the BN structure should exhibit correctness, at least in the vicinity of the class node (i.e., its MB). Other directions of future research are modifications of the RMCV score to account for classification errors using different losses or using discriminative parameter learning, and the use of more advanced search methods.
Summary
Likelihood-based (unsupervised) scores, such as MDL and K2, and structure learning algorithms that model the relations between variables without giving precedence to the class variable, often produce BNCs that are less accurate than optimal. Other algorithms that do consider the class variable attempt to estimate the class-conditional likelihood (supervised) score, for which exact computation is infeasible. Moreover, this attempt does not necessarily comply with expert predictions that are available in supervised learning.
In this work, a score called RMCV and an algorithm based on this score were suggested for learning accurate unrestricted BNCs. The score is based on risk minimization of the 0/1 loss function using cross validation, and thus is classificationoriented. Discriminative scores for learning a BNC, including the classification accuracy, increase the computational cost of learning, and thus the implementation of RMCV structure and parameter learning has been optimized. Our empirical evaluation using twenty-two classification problems usually demonstrated superiority of the proposed score and algorithm, with respect to accuracy and run-time, over other scores and algorithms. Thus, we believe that RMCV is a viable tool for learning accurate unrestricted BNCs and worthy of a place among other state of the art machine-learning classification algorithms.
